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Goal:
DEVELOP A STUDENT PEER LEARNING COMMUNITY 
AROUND TECHNOLOGY
Core Themes:
DIGITAL LITERACY
DIGITAL IDENTITY
STUDENT AGENCY
Pre-Orientation
Pre-Orientation
BUILD
May 2016 June 2016 July 2016 August 2016
RECRUIT PLAN LAUNCH
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Building Your Domain
Mapping: Finding and Making Your Way
http://bit.ly/2riVFe1
Digital Identity: How Do You Engage Online?
Community Building: Digital Dance Party
http://bit.ly/2pPjBUl
Digital Learning Assistants
Digital Learning Assistants 
PLAN & 
RECRUIT
September 2016 October - December 2016 January - May 2017
TRAIN COLLABORATE
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Reflections on Audrey Watters
Peer to Peer Collaboration
http://bit.ly/2rif7XL

Megan Orbach

Karl Schultz

Daniel Lester

Jazmine Pignatello
http://bit.ly/2qJOEpO
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Class of 2018, Pre-O Participant, DLA
Class of 2020, Pre-O Participant, DLA 
Class of 2017, DLA
Instructional Design Consultant
Class of 2018, Pre-O Student Leader, DLA
Associate Dean for Digital Learning
Class of 2020, Pre-O Participant, DLA
Class of 2017, Pre-O Student Leader, DLA
Class of 2017, DLA
Instructional Technologist
Digital Cultures Technologist
And all of our Digital Learning Assistants and Pre-Orientation Participants
